
"WHEN THEY SHALL CRY PEACE AND SAFETY' THEN SUDDEN DESTRUCTION COMETH UPON 

THEM as travail upon a woman with child and they shall not escape." All of this false preaching of peace 

throughout the world today, this seeking and talking of peace, is the immediate prelude of the most horrible war and 

destruction that the world has ever known--a war that will bring about the end of all things and the Second Coming 

of Christ and which was predicted over 1900 years ago! 

WE GET OUR FIRST GLIMPSE INTO THIS SOON-COMING HORROR WITH THE OPENING OF 

THE SEVENTH SEAL IN CHAPTER 8 OF THE BOOK OF REVELATION. The first six Seals of the Seven-

Sealed Book of the Future opened in Chapter 6 presented a brief, general outline of history from John's day up to the 

Second Coming of Christ. 

With the opening of the Seventh Seal, THE PROPHECY NOW ZOOMS IN FOR A CLOSE-UP, DETAILED 

ACCOUNT OF THE LAST FEW YEARS OF HISTORY and its main events and characters who dominate the 

Endtime scene just prior to the Second Coming of Jesus Christ! 

 

CHAPTERS 8 & 9 THE SIX TRUMPETS 
 

"And when He had opened the Seventh Seal, THERE WAS SILENCE IN HEAVEN ABOUT THE SPACE OF 

HALF AN HOUR." ( 8:1 ) 

God shuts up when the world refuses to listen any more. After God has warned and warned the wicked and they still 

won't listen, won't obey, but instead they persecute and kill His mouthpieces, His Prophets that are giving them His 

message, then GOD SHUTS UP BECAUSE IT'S NOT TIME FOR WORDS ANYMORE--IT'S TIME FOR 

THE ROD! God is through speaking and His judgments are about to fall! 

GOD'S PROPHETS FIRST WARN THE WICKED, GIVING THEM GOD'S MESSAGE. Some repent, but 

then the others, irritated by the truth of the Prophets' words, begin to persecute the Prophets and shut their mouths to 

stop God's message. Then God lowers the BOOM. This is the way it's been throughout all history and no doubt why 

we have the silence in Heaven before God brings upon the world the most horrible chastisements it has ever known. 

"And I (John) saw the seven angels which stood before God; and to them were given seven trumpets ... AND THE 

SEVEN ANGELS ... PREPARED THEMSELVES TO SOUND." ( 8:2,6 ) 

Under this Seventh Seal we have seven angels with Seven Trumpets. I like to call them Seven Trumpets of 

Tribulation because THE THINGS THAT HAPPEN WHEN THESE TRUMPETS ARE BLOWN SURELY 

SOUND LIKE THE DESCRIPTION OF THE AWFUL, GREAT TRIBULATION PERIOD which Jesus said 

would just precede His Second Coming. 

"For then," Jesus said, "shall be Great Tribulation, such as was not since the beginning of the world to this time, no, 

nor ever shall be," and "IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE TRIBULATION OF THOSE DAYS ... THEY SHALL 

SEE THE SON OF MAN COMING in the clouds of Heaven with power and great glory." ( Mt.24:21,29-31 ) 

"AND THE FIRST ANGEL SOUNDED, and there followed HAIL AND FIRE MINGLED WITH BLOOD, 

and they were cast upon the Earth: and THE THIRD PART OF TREES WAS BURNT UP, and ALL GREEN 

GRASS WAS BURNT UP." ( 8:7 ) 

 Now science used to say, "Oh, how could that ever happen-a third of the trees and all the earth's grass burnt up-how 

could that happen?" Now they know, don't they? Now we all know that BY THE ATOMIC, HYDROGEN AND 

COBALT BOMBS, IT'S CERTAINLY POSSIBLE! 

 If a multi-megaton bomb were exploded just over New York City or Chicago or any major city, IT WOULD 

LITERALLY SUCK UP HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF TONS OF DEBRIS, INCLUDING 

THOUSANDS OF BODIES, INTO ITS RAGING INFERNO, casting them back on the earth as debris and 

fallout, many of the heavier pieces of concrete falling as gigantic hail stones, and just as it says here: "hail and fire 

mingled with blood (all those bodies) were cast upon the earth." 

"AND THE SECOND ANGEL SOUNDED and as it were a GREAT MOUNTAIN BURNING WITH FIRE 

WAS CAST INTO THE SEA: and the third part of the sea became blood; And the third part of the creatures which 

were in the sea, and had life, died; and the third part of the ships were destroyed." ( 8:8,9 ) 

This great mountain could be the literal sinking of some great land mass into the ocean. WORLDWIDE ATOMIC 

WAR COULD TRIGGER MASSIVE EARTHQUAKES such as this world has never seen! The Lord has given 

many of us prophecies that such earthquakes will happen, such as Southern California falling in the ocean, and this 

may be it! 

Where there are earthquakes these days there's always fire from bursting gas mains, etc., and ONE ON SUCH A 

SCALE AS THIS MAY EVEN RESULT IN VOLCANIC ACTIVITY. And California is certainly mountainous-

-"a great mountain burning with fire was cast into the sea." And the "third part of the sea became blood." 



How could a great land mass falling into the ocean turn a third part of it into blood, causing many creatures in the 

sea to die and destroying a third of the ships? Well, the ships being destroyed is easy: HUGE TIDAL WAVES 

OVER TWO AND THREE HUNDRED FEET HIGH would do the trick for sure. 

As for the sea becoming blood, a phenomenon known as "red tide" where the sea turns red has happened in many 

parts of the world. It OCCURS WHEN A CERTAIN TYPE OF PROTOZOAN BECOME OVER 

ABUNDANT IN THE OCEAN; THEY TURN THE WATER A REDDISH COLOUR AND RELEASE 

ENOUGH POISON TO KILL MANY FORMS OF OCEAN LIFE. The ideal conditions for a "red tide" are after 

a heavy rainfall which releases minerals and nutrients from the land into coastal waters, or which could also occur 

on a world scale after a land mass of this size fell into the sea! 

"And the THIRD ANGEL sounded, and THERE FELL A GREAT STAR FROM HEAVEN, burning as it were 

a lamp, and it fell upon the third part of the rivers, and upon the fountains of waters; And the name of the star is hey 

were made bitter (or poison)." ( 8:10,11 ) 

COULD THIS BE A COMET, THE WATERS BEING POISONED BY GASSES FROM ITS TAIL? Comets 

are always signs of woe and doom as the old German poem says: 

 "Eight things there be a comet brings, 

 When on high it doth horrid range: 

 Wind, famine, plague and death to kings, 

 War, earthquake, floods and direful change!" 

This comet, besides bringing plague and death itself, must also be A SIGN OF THE EVEN MORE HORRIBLE 

PLAGUES YET TO COME upon the Earth as a result of the Trumpets yet to be blown! 

"And the FOURTH ANGEL sounded, and THE THIRD PART OF THE SUN WAS SMITTEN, AND THE 

THIRD PART OF THE MOON, AND THE THIRD PART OF THE STARS; so as the third part of them was 

darkened, and the day shone not for a third part of it, and the night likewise." ( 8:12 ) 

 In a world where tons of debris have been sucked up into the atmosphere by atomic blasts, and in a world where all 

the "green grass is burnt up" (or parched brown by the intense heat), resulting in gigantic, worldwide dust storms, 

THIS FOURTH TRUMPET SOUNDS LIKE THE TYPE OF VISIBILITY YOU COULD EXPECT TO 

HAVE. 

Science has only realized that this type of global destruction was possible since the beginning of the atomic age in 

1945, but John saw it nearly 2,000 years ago--and many other Prophets envisioned it before him! Two of the most 

outstanding predictions are in the Old Testament. BOTH PREDICT THE ATOMIC WAR AS ONE OF THE 

SINGS WHICH OCCURS BEFORE OR AT THE "DAY OF THE LORD." 

"And I will shew WONDERS IN THE HEAVENS AND IN THE EARTH, BLOOD, AND FIRE, AND 

PILLARS OF SMOKE (like the huge pillars of the A- Bombs full of blood and fire) ... before the great and terrible 

day of the Lord come." ( Joel 2:30,31 ) 

"And this shall be the plague wherewith the Lord shall smite all the people that have fought against Jerusalem; (in 

other words, the Antichrist forces who will be fighting against God's true city of peace, you and I who accept the 

Prince of Peace, Jesus, will get the following plague:) THEIR FLESH SHALL CONSUME AWAY HOLES, and 

their tongue shall consume away in their mouth." ( Zech.14:12 ) 

This is exactly what happened to the poor, innocent civilians at Nagasaki and Hiroshima: THOUSANDS 

VAPORIZED ON THE SPOT AS THEY STOOD UPON THEIR FEET. Hundreds more were permanently 

blinded, even at considerable distance from the blast, as the prisms of their eyes focusing on the fireball acted like 

tiny magnifying glasses, so intensifying the heat that their eyeballs literally cooked in their sockets, or as the Prophet 

said, "consumed away in their holes!"--And America will reap what she sowed. 

THESE FIRST FOUR TRUMPETS MAINLY SHOW THE EFFECT OF GOD'S JUDGMENTS ON 

NATURE, though, of course, many men die as a result. In order, the Trumpets affected: 

 1) the earth, 

 2) the sea, 

 3) the rivers, and 

 4) the Heavens. 

THE NEXT THREE TRUMPETS AFFECT MAN HIMSELF, as the angel warns in the next verse, "Woe, woe, 

woe, to the inhabiters of the earth by reason of the other voices of the Trumpet of the other three angels, which are 

yet to sound!" ( 8:13 ) 

"And the FIFTH ANGEL sounded, and I saw a star fall from Heaven unto the earth: and to him was given the key 

of the bottomless pit." (9:1) And when he opened it, SMOKE AND LOCUSTS CAME UP OUT OF THE PIT. 

These locusts are different from any locusts I have ever seen or any accounts of locust plagues that I have ever heard 

about. 



They have shapes like horses prepared for battle, and faces like men, hair like women, crowns of gold, teeth like 

lions, and breast plates like iron. Their wings sound like the noise of chariots and many horses running to battle and 

their tails sting like scorpion tails. THEY HAVE A KING OVER THEM WHICH IS THE ANGEL OF THE 

BOTTOMLESS PIT, WHOSE NAME IS ABADDON OR APOLLYON (MEANING DESTROYER)--

SATAN? 
THEY WILL TORTURE MEN FOR FIVE MONTHS WITH THEIR SCORPION STINGS and "in those 

days men shall desire to die but death shall flee from them." It's interesting to note here that the Great Flood 

prevailed upon the earth for 150 days or five months. ( Gen.7:24 ) In  Rev.12:15  it says the dragon or Devil is going 

to cast out a flood of lies to try to destroy the Church, but he fails. 

Could this horrible plague of these locusts led by Apollyon or Satan be symbolic of this flood of lies that Satan 

unleashes to devour as locusts all the earth's population and torment with the torture of their scorpion stings those 

who resist? Whether you interpret this literally or symbolically, one thing's for sure: that DURING THAT 

TERRIBLE TIME OF TRIBULATION THERE WILL BE TERRIBLE MONSTERS IN THE WORLD 
(human and otherwise) ... monsters who are going to devour and slaughter and kill and sting and slay and persecute 

whom? Only the wicked! 

 


